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Executives have become notably more optimistic about their companies’ and their 
countries’ economic prospects since mid-April—but the outlook was so poor then that 
optimism must be tempered. 

Over the past six weeks, executives have become markedly more optimistic about 
current economic conditions and prospects for their national economies, a new 
McKinsey survey shows.1 Expectations started out so gloomy, however, that even now, 
fewer than a third expect an economic upturn this year, and two-thirds expect their 
nations’ GDPs to decrease in 2009.

Similarly, at the company level, more executives still expect to shed workers than to hire, 
but the share expecting to decrease the workforce has fallen below half for the first time 
since January. And a full third of respondents now expect profits to increase in 2009, up 
8 percent in six weeks. Furthermore, even though respondents see fallout from the crisis 
in a variety of financial and nonfinancial measures such as employee morale and the pace 
of innovation, strong majorities expect those effects to be short-lived.

More hopeful executives 

The share of executives who say their countries’ current economic conditions are better 
than they were in September 2008 has more than doubled since mid-April, and the 
proportion who expect conditions to improve by the end of the year now stands at 39 
percent (Exhibit 1). Nonetheless, only 28 percent expect an economic upturn in 2009, 
and the share of those expecting their countries’ GDPs to decrease has fallen only 
slightly, to 67 percent.
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1  The online survey was in the field 
from June 2 to June 8, 2009,  
and generated responses from 
1,404 executives around the 
world, representing all industries, 
regions, and functional specialties. 
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When asked what single indicator they rely on to signal an upturn, most executives 
mention GDP, consumer spending or confidence, or employment. Several mention the 
degree of government involvement in the economy, saying that less involvement would 
be a good sign. Remarkably few mention the performance of stock or bond markets.

One reason for the lack of focus on markets is likely an easing of executive concern 
about market volatility after two months of gains. Concern about volatility, along with 
a mix of other trends, has generally eased since late last fall (Exhibit 2). That said, the 
percentage of respondents who fear a long recession has risen slightly since April, by 
three percentage points—by exactly the same amount as the percentage indicating hope 
for global economic regeneration. The likeliest overall scenario, executives say, remains 
a battered but resilient global economy.

Exhibit 1

A doubling of optimsm

% of respondents1 

1Figures may not sum to 100%, because of rounding.

How are current economic 
conditions in your country 
compared with conditions in 
early September 2008? 

How do you expect your 
country’s economy to be in 
the �rst half of 2009?

Substantially worse Moderately worse The same Moderately/substantially better

Jun 2009
n = 1,404 27 43 10 20

Apr 2009
n = 1,643 33 48 9 9

8 29 24 39

10 35 33 22
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On all these measures, European executives indicate less optimism than executives 
elsewhere (Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 2

Improvement across most trends

Expectation on where given condition will be, average score

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

High market volatility continues Market volatility has notably declined

Markets have stalled: cost of credit 
remains high, liquidity remains limited, 
asset prices remain low

Markets have rebounded: 
credit and liquidity return, 
asset prices recover

A prolonged global recession 
is creating widespread effects 
in the real economy

A recession primarily limited to 
developed economies is having little 
effect on the real economy

Government regulation, activity in 
the financial sector has increased 
significantly

Government regulation or 
activity in the financial sector 
has increased slightly

Many industries have undergone 
significant restructuring, including 
consolidation and/or new 
entrants

Little industry restructuring has 
taken place

There has been strong social 
or geopolitical backlash against 
the free-market system

There has been little social 
or geopolitical backlash against 
the free-market system

Risk taking and/or risk 
trading by companies has 
declined dramatically

Risk taking and/or risk trading by 
companies has declined moderately 
or slightly

At end of first half 
of 2009 (asked in Mar 2009)

At end of first quarter 
of 2009 (asked in Dec 2008)

At end of first half 
of 2009 (asked in Jun 2009)
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Exhibit 3

Gloom in Europe

% of respondents,1 n = 1,404

Total

Europe

Current economic conditions 
in country compared with 
early September 2008? 

Expectations about country’s 
economy in �rst half of 2009?

Substantially worse Moderately worse The same Moderately/substantially better

27 43 10 20

33 49 9 8

8 29 24 39

13 41 24 21

IncreaseDecrease

Expected change in country’s GDP in first half of 20092

1Figures may not sum to 100%, because of rounding.
2Respondents who answered “no change” are not shown.

10
9

21
19

23
34

<1% 9
4

1%–2% 6
3

3%–4% 3
3

13
21 >5% 5

0

Total

Europe

The United States remains important 
The global economic turmoil started in the United States and certainly has severely 
reduced that country’s role as a global market. However, among the quarter of all 
respondents who think an economic upturn will come first in North America, 35 
percent expect it to occur this year—notably more than the 28 percent who expect an 
upturn anywhere this year. These responses continue to signal a relative optimism about 
the region that has been apparent since late fall of 2008.
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Exhibit 4

More linked to the US economy

% of respondents1

Total

1Respondents who answered “don’t know” are not shown.
2Includes Latin America; excludes China and India.

Very closely/
closely linked

42
44

Moderately 
linked

35
45

Slightly/Not 
at all linked

24
11

Jun 2009, n = 959

Mar 2008, n = 1,145 

Asia-PacificChina

64
52

21
38

15
9

Currently, how closely linked are economic conditions in 
the United States to your country’s overall economic conditions?

Developing 
markets2

38
33

35
40

27
28

54
59

35
38

11
3

Europe

34
34

38
52

27
13

India

22
36

53
51

26
13

Further, though US consumers are consuming less, the nation’s economy appears not to 
have diminished much in its significance to other countries since March 2008 (Exhibit 
4). What’s particularly notable is a shift away from a moderate degree of linkage; while 
far fewer executives see economic decoupling than tighter linkages, the findings suggest 
that the crisis is producing a shift to extremes in economic ties to the United States.
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Exhibit 5

Where the crisis hurts

% of respondents, n = 1,4041

Effect2Areas in which global economic turmoil has had 
a significant effect, positive or negative, on company

1Respondents who answered “don’t know” are not shown.
2Figures may not sum to 100%, because of rounding.

Morale 50

Sources of credit 37

Length of strategic-planning process 28

Geographic scope of markets in which 
we offer products/services 26

Ability to attract and retain talent 26

Pace of innovation 25

Number of participants/amount of information 
considered during strategic-planning process 19

Complexity of corporate structure 14

Geographic scope of supply chain 10

16 30 33 22

24 55 15 7

18 35 29 18

26 44 19 12

10 20 38 32

10 43 32 15

37 159 3

53 41 4 2

10 23 859 

Moderate 
reduction

Significant 
reduction

Moderate 
increase

Significant 
increase

Companies bide their time 
Given the scale of the economic crisis, it’s not surprising that it has affected companies 
in a variety of areas, from morale to strategic planning (Exhibit 5). But on a company-
by-company basis, the scope of the effects is far more limited at most companies; the 
average number of effects that each respondent selected from a list of ten potential 
effects is just over two. Furthermore, these effects are expected to be short term, with 
most lasting no longer than two years. And for many companies, the changes have 
been positive. For example, almost as many executives say the crisis has increased their 
companies’ ability to hire as say it has decreased that ability; compared with six weeks 
ago, significantly more respondents now say their companies are hiring talent that 
would not otherwise be available.
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Exhibit 6

More optimism about companies’ 
prospects

% of respondents1

Jobs

Expected change in size of workforce2

Profit

Expected change in first half of 2009

1Respondents who answered “don’t know” are not shown.
2In June, question asked how workforce would change by the end of 2009; in April, by the �rst half of 2009.

Increase 33
26

No change 14

Decrease 49
55

Increase 9
19

No change 38
43

Decrease 52
37

Apr 2009, n = 1,643

Jun 2009, n = 1,404

11
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Overall, executives are more optimistic about their companies’ prospects than they were 
in mid-April. Indeed, for the first time since January, fewer than half expect profits to 
fall, and fewer than half expect to decrease their workforces (Exhibit 6). Q


